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Abstract
It is projected that by 2020 there will be 8.7 million veterans over the age of 65 years, more than half (64%) of whom served during the Vietnam War. The effects of military service on mental health and well-being may be more pronounced later in life among those who served in Vietnam than prior cohorts of veterans. Many veterans confront and rework their wartime memories later in life in an attempt to find meaning and coherence, engaging in a process referred to as \textit{Later-Adulthood Trauma Reengagement} (LATR). LATR often occurs in the context of other stressors that are a normative part of aging, such as role transitions (e.g., retirement), declines in physical health, and the death of close others (e.g., spouses), perhaps because these events trigger reminiscence. Importantly, LATR may result in either positive (e.g., acceptance) or negative (e.g., distress) psychological outcomes. It has been suggested that the presence of social/environmental resources, including socioemotional support, may aid veterans in successfully navigating LATR. We, therefore, review relevant areas of research to delineate the role that various layers of social context may play in helping – or hindering – aging Vietnam veterans as they navigate LATR in the context of normative late-life stressors. We conclude by offering fruitful directions for future research and applied implications for intervention efforts.

Introduction

The US Veteran population – much like the larger population – is rapidly aging. It is projected that by 2020 there will be 8.7 million veterans over the age of 65 years, more than half (64%) of whom served during the Vietnam War [1]. As our largest cohort of veterans shifts to the Vietnam era (1964–1975), veterans over the age of 65 are increasingly diverse, both in terms of sex and race/ethnicity. Vietnam era veterans also have a diverse set of military experiences. Only about half (46%) of Vietnam era veterans served inside Vietnam or in theatre [2]. These Vietnam veterans face unique threats to their
mental health and well-being stemming from the nature of combat engagement in a war without a clear front line and antiwar sentiment [1]. However, the majority of Vietnam veterans demonstrate profound psychological resilience. Epidemiological studies conducted 40 years after the war indicate that 85% of Vietnam veterans did not meet the criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [3]. However, Vietnam veterans exposed to combat are more likely than those who were not exposed to combat to have PTSD, with some estimates indicating that more than a quarter (27%) of veterans who experienced heavy combat manifested PTSD-related symptoms by age 36 years [4]. In fact, combat exposure has been shown to be a key factor driving differences in veterans’ mental and physical health across the life course [5]. Notably, these estimates do not include veterans who are coping with subthreshold levels of PTSD or other trauma-related symptoms diagnosed as a different disorder, such as major depression, both of which also likely impact veterans’ quality of life.

Because Vietnam veterans are just now entering later life, our understanding of how their (potentially traumatic) combat experiences are (or will be) tied to their later-life mental health and well-being is limited. However, Vietnam veterans already have poorer self-rated health and more chronic health conditions around retirement age than those who served during World War II [6]. Building on the concept of Later-Adulthood Trauma Re-engagement (LATR) by Davison et al. [7], we, therefore, focus our review on aging Vietnam veterans’ mental health and well-being as they cope both with previous wartime memories and normative developmental stressors that accompany aging (e.g., declines in physical health). We expand on their framework by honing in on the role that social network ties may play in helping Vietnam veterans process their previous wartime experiences later in life.

**Combat Exposure and Later-Life Mental Health and Well-Being**

Much of the contemporary research on long-term effects of combat exposure can be traced back to Elder and Clipp’s [8] seminal study of World War II and Korean conflict veterans. In midlife (i.e., 20 years after serving), high-combat veterans were more likely than low- or moderate-combat veterans to report that their military service enhanced their ability to cope with adversity. When comparing clinical ratings of psychological functioning during adolescence to those in midlife, only high-combat veterans experienced a significant increase in resilience, with low- and moderate-combat veterans experiencing no significant change. Later in life (i.e., 40 years after service), however, a different picture emerged as high-combat veterans were more likely to experience painful memories and symptoms of stress than their low- and moderate-combat veteran counterparts. Similarly, utilizing longitudinal data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), Wilmoth et al. [6] found that male veterans who served during wartime experienced both better physical health around retirement age as well as steeper age-related declines in health compared to veterans who did not serve during wartime. Together, these findings illustrate the potential for effects of wartime service to vary across the life course, with positive effects experienced through midlife declining with increasing age.

In addition to the potential for positive effects of combat exposure to deteriorate later in life, negative effects (particularly psychological ones) may be amplified. In fact, mean levels of male and female Vietnam veterans’ self-reported PTSD symptoms 40 years after the war ended (when veterans were in their 50s and 60s) have been shown to be significantly higher than they were 25 years earlier [3]. This may be because retired veterans likely have less structure and responsibilities than working aged veterans. Retired veterans may, therefore, have both more time to think about their past wartime experiences and fewer distractions from thinking about them. Older veterans may also find it increasingly difficult to intentionally suppress unwanted memories because inhibitory control declines with age [9].

Feelings of loss and powerlessness associated with prior combat-related experiences may also resurface due to other normative stressors that accompany aging (e.g., declining health), thereby triggering reminiscence. Thus, stressors and transitions that accompany aging may act as “losses” that trigger the development of Late-Onset Stress Symptomology (LOSS) [10]. LOSS is thought to occur among veterans who successfully adjusted in the aftermath of their military service, but went on to experience increases in thoughts and memories, along with possible distress, related to their combat experiences in later life. This idea is similar to a pattern of functioning discussed by Elder and Clipp [8] in which unresolved conflict associated with wartime service may lay dormant, only to resurface at a future time characterized by circumstances that resemble the unresolved conflict. Accordingly, LOSS has been negatively associated with physical health and positively associated with concerns about retirement and later-life stressors [11].
Later-Adulthood Trauma Reengagement

Nearly a decade after introducing the concept of LOSS, Davison et al. [7] broadened their perspective to encompass ideas from the gerontology and resilience literatures, thereby renaming their concept Later-Adulthood Trauma Reengagement. Viewed as a normative, developmental process (much like that of a life review), they posit that veterans likely confront and rework their wartime memories in an attempt to find meaning and coherence, particularly as they navigate later-life stressors. Similar to LOSS, LATR can be seen in older combat veterans facing normative challenges of aging (e.g., retirement, bereavement, or health changes). In particular, normative physical changes (e.g., decreased mobility or sensory changes such as hearing and vision loss) and cognitive decline can trigger increases in intrusive wartime memories and emotions associated with trauma exposure, which can, in turn, lead to increased distress as well as PTSD symptoms and related behavior (such as increased hypervigilance associated with problems hearing or seeing) [12]. The ability to engage in LATR, which is a cognitive task, may also be impacted by cognitive changes that occur with aging. For example, it is possible that veterans with more severe cognitive impairments may have difficulty engaging with others to rework or reevaluate their wartime memories.

Importantly, LATR is thought to lead to positive (e.g., acceptance) or negative (e.g., distress) outcomes depending on the presence of both intrapersonal (e.g., self-esteem) and social/environmental (e.g., social support) resources. Because LATR is considered a normative process, the vast majority of veterans likely experience this process with the support of family and friends [7]. We, therefore, focus our review on the role that social network ties may play in helping Vietnam veterans successfully navigate LATR. Research on aging more broadly has posited that “current support and feedback from social network members is likely to come into play as older adults engage in the process of introspection” [13, p. 618]. Further, trusted confidants may help older adults “process troubling emotions and point out blind spots in their self-perceptions as well as self-serving biases in the autobiographical reconstruction that takes place during this developmental stage” [13, p. 618].

We therefore posit that LATR is a process that unfolds (at least partially) within a social context. Thus, in Figure 1,
LATR is illustrated as a circle that partially overlaps with 3 other concentric circles. The smallest circle includes spousal and intimate partner relationships, which we consider the most proximal social context. The next circle includes more peripheral social ties, such as friends and comrades. Finally, the largest circle, which fully encompasses the others, is representative of the larger sociocultural context. In the sections that follow, we first review existing literature on aging veterans and social support more broadly. Then, we consider the role of spousal/intimate partner ties, other social network ties, and the larger sociocultural context in shaping how aging Vietnam veterans engage in LATR, and whether LATR results in positive or negative psychological outcomes.

**Aging Vietnam Veterans: Perceived Social Support and Well-Being**

Multiple studies have found that current perceived social support is a protective factor for veterans both 20 years [14, 15] and 40 years [16] after serving in Vietnam. By utilizing data from the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study (NVVRS) and its more recent follow-up, the National Vietnam Veterans Longitudinal Study (NVVLS), the aforementioned findings are valuable in that they are nationally representative of veterans. However, the focus on PTSD and general measures of social support in these studies limit their ability to speak to specific social support processes that may be protective for Vietnam veterans’ mental health and well-being.

Research with World War II and Korean conflict veterans indicates that specific types of social support can either promote or hinder veterans’ processing of traumatic memories [17]. While in their 80s, some veterans in the qualitative study by Burnell et al. [17] reported that traumatic wartime memories came back to them later in life. However, they felt like they successfully reconciled them, in part by communicating about these experiences with family members. Although some reported avoiding communication with family in the immediate aftermath of their service, communication improved later in life when veterans felt like their experiences were important and meaningful. Other veterans did not successfully reconcile their wartime memories. These veterans consistently avoided communication with family members across the life course. Other research has similarly found that desirable appraisals of military service (e.g., service broadened one’s perspective) are positively associated with the extent to which veterans speak to family about their experiences, both of which predict lower levels of PTSD later in life [18]. Thus, communication about wartime experiences appears to be a specific process that promotes veterans’ well-being.

Although the aforementioned studies provide a valuable foundation, they do not consistently consider the various ways in which others may respond to service members’ disclosures of wartime experiences later in life. We posit that the ways in which others respond to such disclosures will play a pivotal role in the degree to which aging Vietnam veterans successfully reconcile their past experiences. Thus, there is a clear need for process-oriented research focused on communication about Vietnam veterans’ past combat- or trauma-related experiences as they navigate LATR. In order to generate fruitful directions for future research and clinical/intervention implications with aging Vietnam veterans, we will consider the role that both spouses (and intimate partners) and other social network ties (e.g., friends and comrades) may play in helping Vietnam veterans navigate LATR, as well as the role of larger sociocultural factors.

**The Role of Spouses and Intimate Partners**

Several theoretical frameworks underscore the potential for spouses to influence the psychological adjustment of aging combat veterans, particularly those coping with wounds and injuries [19]. For example, both dyadic coping and intimacy process models posit that spousal communication is a key relationship process that can either ameliorate – or exacerbate – individual distress. Dyadic coping models include individual stress communication and empathic or minimizing spousal responses to such communication as key processes to explain psychological adjustment to stress [20]. Intimacy process models include a similar focus on disclosure-responsiveness links, such that individuals’ disclosure of stress, coupled with their spouse’s responsiveness (e.g., making individuals feel understood), promotes well-being [21].

In line with dyadic coping and intimacy process models, recent research with service members and veterans of the post 9/11 cohort has identified disclosure as a key determinant of service members’ adjustment. A lack of emotional disclosure of deployment experiences to one’s spouse has been identified as a mechanism through which service members’ symptoms of posttraumatic stress are associated with lower levels of service members’ and spouses’ relationship satisfaction [22]. Military couples who engage in trauma disclosure have also been shown to be more cohesive and aware of one another’s needs [23]. Thus, for service members, confiding in one’s spouse may “facilitate successful processing of the traumatic event by
allowing the disclosure of emotions, helping the individual to learn to tolerate aversive feelings, providing support for adaptive coping, and providing direct assistance in finding meaning and benefit in the experience” [19, p. 217]. Holding back deployment-related distress from one’s spouse has similarly been shown to be negatively associated with service members’ psychological well-being both during, and in the immediate aftermath of, deployment [24].

The manner in which service members’ spouses respond to their disclosures and concerns also appears to be an important factor. For instance, spousal minimization of service members’ concerns (e.g., acting like they do not notice service members’ worries) during deployment has been associated with higher levels of service members’ depressive symptomatology after deployment [25]. If service members view their spouses’ minimizing responses as unsupportive, they are less likely to disclose their emotions to them in the future. In fact, service members who perceive their spouses to be more supportive are more likely to disclose their combat-related experiences to them, which in turn predicts lower levels of PTSD symptoms [26]. Such findings have led to the development of newer couple-focused interventions that target veterans’ disclosure of trauma-related emotions/memories and spouses’ empathic communication and acceptance [27].

The aforementioned research is largely focused on the post 9/11 cohort during, or in the immediate aftermath of, wartime service. Although informative, such findings may not generalize to aging Vietnam veterans. Research conducted among the post 9/11 cohort is focused on younger service members who are, primarily, still serving in the military, which may thwart service member disclosure of traumatic memories to their spouses in fear of worrying them, especially if there is a threat that they will deploy again [28]. Because of their age, research with post 9/11 service members also does not encompass veterans who are engaging in reminiscence and life review as part of a normative developmental process. Thus, from a life course perspective, an examination of spousal communication among the post 9/11 cohort is not situated within the correct developmental time frame.

Given the normative stressors that accompany aging that likely trigger LATR [7], it is important to examine couples’ communication about wartime experiences among aging Vietnam veterans and their spouses. For these older veterans, it is important to consider their complete marital histories. Vietnam era service members tended to get married at older ages after separating from active duty service [29], and combat-exposed Vietnam veterans have been shown to experience higher levels of marital instability across the lifespan [30]. If the veteran’s current spouse was not exposed to their wartime service, then the spouses’ lack of knowledge or understanding of their experiences may complicate spousal communication surrounding veterans’ wartime memories.

Spousal communication about veterans’ traumatic experiences later in life may further be complicated by veterans’ current physical health. Combat-exposed Vietnam veterans are at an increased risk of developing chronic conditions later in life, including asthma, arthritis/rheumatism, and lung diseases [30]. Declining physical health may trigger aging veterans to reengage with their wartime experiences [7]. Couples may therefore be tasked with concurrently processing strong emotions surrounding veterans’ previous wartime experiences and current physical symptoms, thus perhaps compounding the significance of disclosure-responsiveness links among later-life couples. In fact, when coping with cancer, veterans currently exhibiting symptoms of combat-related PTSD experience more cancer-related distress than those not currently experiencing combat-related PTSD symptoms [31].

Individual disclosure and spousal responsiveness appear to be important predictors of psychological adjustment among older couples coping with one spouse’s (i.e., the patient’s) illness. Research conducted with samples of older couples coping with health-related stressors indicates that patients’ psychological well-being is compromised when their disclosures are socially restricted [32]. Findings from a study of couples coping with a lupus flare-up, for example, indicated that wives’ restrictive communication (e.g., changing the topic away from husbands’ concerns) was associated with higher levels of husbands’ depressive symptoms [33]. This study further indicated that husbands’ perceptions of their wives’ emotional responsiveness (or lack thereof) partially mediated the positive association between wives’ restrictive communication and husbands’ depressive symptomology. In other words, when wives utilized more restrictive communication behaviors, husbands reported that their wives were less emotionally responsive, which in turn elevated husbands’ distress. Thus, by better understanding the nature of disclosure-responsiveness links among aging Vietnam veterans and their spouses, we may gain insight into the role that spouses play in helping veterans navigate not only LATR, but also their adjustment to chronic health stressors that will likely increase in number and severity as they continue to age.
The Role of Other Social Network Ties

Social network members other than spouses also likely play a role in assisting aging veterans process wartime memories. According to the Convoy Model of social relations [34], social networks are “convoys” that are shaped throughout the lifespan by personal characteristics and individual circumstances, and these broad social networks influence well-being through the support that the network members provide. Networks tend to shrink in size as adults age, for both deliberate and non-deliberate reasons [35, 36]. However, more peripheral or “weak” ties tend to shrink disproportionately compared to emotionally closer ties [35]. The Socioemotional Selectivity Theory explains these changes by positing that, as individuals age, they perceive time as more limited [37]. The sense that they have less time to live then alters individuals’ motivations for social engagement, such that they prioritize spending time with their closest social ties. For veterans, although normative declines in social network size may diminish opportunities for identity maintenance through reminiscence [38], a developmental focus on meaning-making may motivate them to engage in LATR with former comrades, with whom they have a unique shared understanding of wartime experiences.

Age-related network changes tend to be associated with life events, such that normative life events (e.g., retirement, deaths of friends, declining health of spouse) drive changes in social networks [36]. Importantly, these life events that are instrumental in shaping the networks of older adults are often the very same life events that trigger reminiscence and, among older veterans, trigger LATR as well [7]. For example, retirement tends to be accompanied by rather dramatic changes in the social network [34]. Although retirees are deprived of daily social interactions with work colleagues, this adjustment may translate into a strengthening of family and friend roles. For veterans, retirement may provide not only more time and fewer distractions to think about wartime experiences (as mentioned earlier), but may also provide opportunities to develop relationships with other veterans through veteran service organizations, such as the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the American Legion. These organizations may allow veterans to foster close relationships with comrades and also to build a network of weak ties, which, because they require less time and effort to sustain, can provide functions that close ties often do not (e.g., novelty, information resources, diverse activities) [39]. In fact, veteran organizations appear to provide a way for older veterans to maintain meaningful social connections in everyday life in spite of losses (e.g., due to retirement, death of family members) and other barriers to close relationships [17, 40].

Veteran organizations can also provide a forum for veterans to develop narratives about their wartime experiences, and perhaps process traumatic recollections [41]. Although focused primarily on World War II male veterans [41] and Falklands War veterans [28, 17], qualitative research indicates that veterans rely heavily on former comrades and veteran organizations to cope with their wartime memories. Older male veterans have described how their connections with comrades and peers within veteran organizations have helped them “define their identity” [40, p. 1467] while providing a safe and secure environment, emotional support, tangible assistance, and meaningful activities [42]. Given that reminiscence focused on identity (i.e., using memories to identify a pattern of coherence in one’s life) has been positively linked to psychological well-being [43], these interactions may aid veterans in spite of the lack of direct processing of traumatic experiences.

In addition to the acquaintances that veterans may meet through veteran organizations, veterans’ social convoys almost always include close friends in the form of comrades [41]. Diverse social networks (i.e., those that include family and friends) are positively linked to well-being in the general population of older adults [34, 44], and aging individuals in friend-focused networks tend to have better mental health outcomes than those in family-focused networks (perhaps in part because family relationships are generally obligatory, whereas friend relationships are optional) [44]. Thus, the inclusion of comrades in veterans’ social networks is likely beneficial, and, in fact, comradeship appears to play a unique role that goes beyond the benefits of typical friendships [41]. Having both comrades and veteran organizations as outlets for discussing wartime memories may have positive implications not only for veterans but also for their spouses. By outsourcing some of the emotional work of LATR to weaker, less emotionally invested ties, or to former comrades who have a unique shared understanding of war, veterans may relieve their spouses of some of the emotional burden of such work.

Another life event that tends to shift the make-up of social networks is widowhood. Widowhood may lead to an initial decrease in social contacts for older adults, but then widows and widowers tend to receive more support from children and friends, as well as see friends more regularly, than their married, divorced, or single coun-
terparts [34]. Although men are much less likely to experience widowhood than are women [45], the loss of a wife can be particularly traumatic for older male veterans who may have depended quite heavily on their spouse for emotional and/or practical support after returning from war and over the course of their adult lives [41]. That being said, even frail older male veterans compensate for being widowed and living alone by relying on adult children, other relatives, and/or friends [46]. However, just as in the general population, declining health may lead to withdrawal from beneficial diverse and friend-focused networks [47]. Thus, veterans with health problems may have a particularly difficult time maintaining or replacing lost network ties [46].

**Role of the Sociocultural Context**

The majority of what is known about older veterans and their social support networks is based on World War II and Korean conflict veterans. This extant research captures veterans at the right developmental stage (i.e., later in life) but may not generalize to Vietnam veterans. There is substantial variation across cohorts in the historically based sociocultural circumstances surrounding military service. For men in the United States who came of age during the middle of the 20th century, military service was a normative part of the transition to adulthood. Rates of military service were over 50% for male cohorts born between 1915 and 1935, with rates over 70% for men born between 1919 and 1927 (who served primarily during World War II) [48]. Men who served during this time period tended to receive a warm public reception at the end of their service and were generally celebrated as war heroes. Collectively, these men from the “Good Warrior” cohort had access to relatively generous GI Bill benefits, achieved higher educational and socioeconomic attainment, experienced greater marital stability, and had better health outcomes than nonveterans. Similarly, veterans from the Korean War and Cold War eras tended to benefit from their service [49].

In contrast, the benefits of military service did not materialize for veterans of the Vietnam War for a number of reasons. From the start, there was skepticism about American involvement in the conflict and the poor implementation of the draft further undermined public support [50]. Service members often experienced a hostile reception when they returned from the war and many found it difficult to reintegrate into civilian life, particularly if they had experienced combat [4]. Compared to previous veteran cohorts, Vietnam War veterans did not experience as many returns to service in terms of educational and socioeconomic attainment, marital stability, or health outcomes [5]. This may be due in part to the macroeconomic and labor market conditions that the Baby Boom cohort experienced as they transitioned into adulthood. Early in their careers, the members of this large cohort had to compete for entry level jobs during the economic recessions of the 1970s and 1980s, which made it more difficult for this cohort to experience upward socioeconomic mobility than prior cohorts [5].

Consequently, Vietnam veterans may not be as socially integrated as veterans from prior cohorts. They may therefore not have sufficient social networks within which they can engage in LATR. For example, evidence suggests that Vietnam veterans who experienced war-related trauma were particularly likely to perceive that they have low levels of social support (especially emotional support), at least through their mid-30s [51]. Whether such low levels of support extend to later in life, however, remains unknown. If so, this may generate additional challenges for aging Vietnam veterans, both in terms of engaging in LATR more broadly and in utilizing social network ties for processing wartime memories. Even assuming the presence of a robust social network, the experiences of wartime veterans in general, and Vietnam veterans in particular, may lead to some resistance in disclosing wartime experiences to civilians. As such, Vietnam veterans may feel more comfortable reminiscing with former comrades and other veterans than discussing wartime memories with family and nonwartime friends. More troubling is the possibility that veterans with traumatic memories who rely on commonly used avoidant coping strategies may not only stymie the process of LATR but also further alienate themselves from their social network ties [40]. Given the difficulties Vietnam veterans in particular may have with utilizing their social networks to help them process wartime memories, some veterans may benefit from seeking out more formal services. Brady et al. [52] suggested that providers working with older combat veterans screen for LATR, along with PTSD, to identify veterans who might benefit from intervention.

In a discussion of sociocultural context, it is important to recognize that Vietnam veterans were more diverse, both in terms of sex and race/ethnicity, than their predecessors [1]. We can only speculate about the role of social network ties for the well-being of aging female veterans engaging in LATR. Gender differences seen in the social relationships of the general population of adults across
the lifespan (e.g., that women report having larger and more multifaceted social networks than men) may (or may not) also be reflected in the relationships of veterans [34]. For instance, it is notable that Vietnam and post-Vietnam female veterans report lower levels of perceived social support than female veterans from other eras [53]. Furthermore, research shows that older female veterans share collective perceptions of wartime experiences with close female friends at home rather than at meetings of veteran organizations [40]. Thus, protective effects of belonging to veteran organizations may be gender specific. These protective effects may also be race/ethnicity specific. However, little is also known about how social network ties aid in the process of LATR for veterans from racial/ethnic minority groups.

Engagement in LATR is also likely challenging for older lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) veterans who served prior to the 2010 repeal of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy, which suspended the practice of questioning recruits about homosexuality, but reinforced many discriminatory practices based on sexual orientation and gender identity that had been in place since World War II [54]. LGBT older adults often have more limited social care networks and tend to rely more on friends than family [55]. However, there is limited evidence about the social networks of LGBT veterans and the extent to which they participate in veteran organizations or socialize with comrades. LGBT individuals report more lifetime and day-to-day experiences with discrimination, which are associated with poor mental health outcomes [56]. Despite this, they may be reluctant to seek formal assistance due to concerns about negative reactions among health care professionals. A recent study of LGBT veterans found that 24% had not disclosed their LGBT identity to any VA provider, and 28% reported that the VA was unwelcoming to them as LGBT veterans [57]. Attenuated informal social networks in conjunction with weak ties to formal health care providers is potentially problematic for older LGBT veterans experiencing LATR and, along with the previously discussed challenges faced by veterans who are female and/or racial/ethnic minorities, warrants consideration in future research.

Conclusions and Recommendations

LATR is a process that unfolds within a social context [7]. Both spouses and other social network members (e.g., friends and comrades) play a pivotal role in the degree to which veterans’ re-engagement with wartime memories later in life results in psychological growth versus distress. In addition to these social network ties, the process of LATR is influenced by larger sociocultural factors, including public support for the war effort, the reception that military personnel receive when returning to civilian life, and the socioeconomic returns to military service. Future research is therefore needed to help us to better understand the experiences of aging Vietnam veterans and key members of their social networks. Such research should focus on late adulthood to capture veterans’ experiences at the correct developmental time, while also taking into account their unique set of sociocultural experiences. Because the Vietnam cohort is currently entering later life, the time to engage with them is now. As stated by London, “Failure to act now to enhance the capacity of the social science research community to study military service, aging, and the life course will represent a missed opportunity” [5, p. 212].

Leveraging data from existing sources, including nationally representative and longitudinal datasets, is an important first step. The HRS, for example, added a Veterans Mail Survey in 2013 that was sent to any HRS respondent who reported serving in the active military. The survey includes detailed information about veterans’ military experiences. No studies to our knowledge have linked data from the 2013 Veterans Mail Survey to that of the psychosocial questionnaires included in the HRS to examine ties between aging veterans’ psychological well-being and the quality of their social relationships later in life. Analysis of longitudinal data like the HRS is essential to address the potential reciprocal relationship between psychological well-being and social relationships. While there are numerous studies that demonstrate the positive impact that social support can have on psychological outcomes, it is also the case that psychological well-being supports the establishment and maintenance of supportive relationships [58]. Thus, aging veterans who have supportive others who can help them process wartime memories as they engage in LATR may have better psychological outcomes in part because they had more psychological resources. As such, to fully understand the relationship between social support and psychological well-being among aging veterans, it is critical to have measures of both constructs at multiple points in time and to employ analysis techniques that are able to disentangle reciprocal effects.

Large-scale longitudinal data can also be helpful in isolating the effects of potentially confounding variables, to the extent that the data contain adequate measures of...
relevant constructs. For veterans engaging in LATR, it would be important to include controls for military service experiences, such as combat experience, exposure to the dead, wounded, and dying, service-related injuries, and service-connected disability rating. Furthermore, large-scale data sets might be able to elucidate the mechanisms through which supportive network ties may promote aging veterans’ mental health and well-being as they make sense of their wartime experiences. For example, measures of relationship quality, loneliness, and health behaviors (e.g., sleep, diet) could all be assessed as potential mechanisms explaining this process.

While taking advantage of nationally representative, longitudinal datasets has many advantages (e.g., increased generalizability, comparisons between veterans and non-veterans), it also comes with costs, most notably a lack of specificity, particularly about veterans’ processing of wartime memories and aspects of their social networks. Datasets also often lack critical preservice measures that would enable researchers to address methodological issues related to selection into military service in general and into combat roles in particular [59]. Numerous recommendations have been made regarding improving data collection, which we will not reiterate here [60]. Instead, in the interests of enhancing our understanding of LATR, we posit that future data collection efforts focus primarily on the communication processes that unfold between aging Vietnam veterans and members of their social networks to better understand the role that various social ties play in helping veterans make meaning of their wartime experiences and successfully navigate LATR. Importantly, an abbreviated, quantitative measure of LATR has been validated and can therefore be implemented in future studies focused on aging veterans [52].

We suggest that such research would be valuable in informing future LATR-focused interventions, perhaps by highlighting the value of couple-, friend-, and comrade-focused components that would promote veterans’ engagement and successful resolution of LATR in the context of supportive social networks. Psychoeducation around the Vietnam veteran experience may be useful for nonveteran friends or family members to enhance knowledge, awareness, and support. Veterans experiencing LATR may also benefit from engaging in discussions with other veterans to validate and share their experiences, promote meaning making and posttraumatic growth, build coherence, and work to integrate their military experiences into their life narratives.

In addition, a focus on developing or strengthening positive coping strategies and hearing about other veterans’ experiences may help veterans to navigate through the LATR process. Many veterans may engage with and successfully resolve LATR using mainly their informal social networks, whereas other veterans may find participating in a more formal provider-facilitated group intervention to be more beneficial [7]. The VA is a prime location from which to offer such intervention efforts as they can be integrated with other services that veterans may already be receiving. The VA also provides veterans with opportunities to socialize with other veterans in informal (e.g., chatting in waiting areas or cafeterias) and formal (e.g., group-based interventions) ways. In addition, for veterans who are more socially isolated and either have small social networks or are more hesitant to discuss their military experiences and the impact of these experiences, clinical outreach efforts are needed to identify and offer services, as these veterans may benefit more from formal LATR interventions. However, given the majority of older veterans receive health care outside of the VA system, it is also important to develop community-based LATR interventions that involve health care providers and social service organizations that are not explicitly military or veteran connected. Programs that reach a broad cross section of the population will help to ensure that aging Vietnam veterans who are continuing to process their wartime experiences receive the support they need to optimize their psychological well-being as they move through later life.
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